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Chapter 6Fixed-Point Logi and Produt Closure

Standard �rst-order logi has some simple but important losure properties. First,it is losed under relativization: Given a formula  with one free variable, forevery formula �, there is a formula (�) whih says that � holds in the sub-model onsisting of all objets satisfying  . Also useful is losure under prediatesubstitutions: Given unary prediate letter P and a formula  with one freevariable, for every formula �, there is a formula [ =P ℄� whih says that � holdsin the model that interprets P as the set of all objets satisfying  in the originalmodel and the rest of the interpretation is the same as the original one. Moreover,it is losed under some kind of produt onstrution whih allows us to interpretthe rationals Q by the integers Z as a de�nable subset of the Cartesian produt(Z� Z).The three mentioned properties also hold in many languages extending �rst-order logi, for example LFP(FO), �rst-order logi with added �xed-point oper-ators. In this hapter, we de�ne a preise sense of `produt losure' in terms ofmodal languages whih originally omes as an extension of publi announementin epistemi logi where we formulate logi of knowledge and information ow.Then we investigate the produt losure of modal �xed-point logis inludingPDL and the modal �-alulus.There are ertain in�nite games, alled parity games, whih serve as the gamesemantis for modal �xed-point logis, and the history-free determinay of paritygames is important for the semantis of modal �xed-point logis. The proofs ofthis hapter ould be reformulated in terms of parity games, but this would notbe to the bene�t of the larity of the argument, so we deided not to do it.123



124 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt Closure6.1 Basi notions and bakgroundBasi settingWe assume that readers are familiar with basis of modal logi (e.g., given in [14℄).We �rst �x our setting throughout this hapter. In the modal logis we are goingto work with, we have Boolean onnetives (negation, disjuntion, onjuntion,and impliation) and modal operators ([i℄ and hii) for i 2 I where I is a �xed�nite set throughout this hapter (we do not use �rst-order quanti�ers in ourmodal languages). Hene Kripke models are of the form (M; fRigi2I ; V ) whereM is the universe of the struture, Ri is an aessibility relation (i.e., a binaryrelation on M) for eah i 2 I, and V is the valuation for the struture (i.e.,V : Prop ! P(M) and Prop is a �xed ountable in�nite set of all propositionalletters). The semantis of the propositional letters, Boolean onnetives, andmodal operators for Kripke models are standard. Let us review it only for modaloperators: For i 2 I, a formula �, a Kripke model M = (M; fRigi2I ; V ) and aworld s 2M , M; s � [i℄� () for all t; if sRit; then M; t � �;M; s � hii� () for some t; sRit and M; t � �:Relativization and publi announementNext, we introdue the relativization of a given Kripke model via a formula. Fora Kripke model M = (M; fRigi2I; V ) and a formula P , onsider the followingKripke model MjP : The universe is the set of all worlds s in M with M; s � P(denoted by M jP ), and all the relations and the valuation are the restrition ofthe original ones to the new universe, i.e., for eah i 2 I, R0i = Ri\ (M jP �M jP )and V 0(p) = V (p) \M jP . For eah formula P , we add the new modal operator[!P ℄ with the following semantis: Given a Kripke model M with a world s anda formula �, M; s � [!P ℄� () if M; s � P; then M jP; s � �:The dual modal operator h!P i an be introdued in the standard way.For a modal logi L, let Lrel be the least modal logi ontaining L and theoperators [!P ℄ for eah formula P in Lrel (i.e., losed under the operation mappingpairs (P; �) to formulas [!P ℄�). A modal logi L is losed under relativization ifany formula in Lrel is semantially equivalent to some formula in L.Philosophially speaking, we regard I as the set of agents and modalities [i℄as what agent i knows or what is true to the best of i's information via theaessibility relation Ri, i.e., given a formula �, the formula [i℄� means \Theagent i knows �". From this point of view, the formula [!P ℄� means \After the`event' P happens, � holds" beause the new aessibility relation R0i is restrited



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 125to the worlds in M jP where the formula P is true. Hene eah agent i in I is`announed' the `event' P in the new model MjP . In this way, we express thepubli announement of the event P to eah agent and this is why we all thebasi modal logi with operators [!P ℄ publi announement logi.Many modal logis are not only losed under relativization but also have sim-ple reursive translations from formulas in the expanded languages to semantiallyequivalent formulas in the original languages. For example, let the basi modallogi be the smallest modal logi in the setting we have �xed at the beginning (i.e.,it has Boolean onnetives, modal operators [i℄; hii for i 2 I, and propositionalletters in Prop). Then the following equivalenes (so-alled redution axioms)give us the translation witnessing its losure under relativization:[!P ℄p $ P ! p for propositional letter p;[!P ℄:� $ P ! :[!P ℄�;[!P ℄(� ^  ) $ [!P ℄� ^ [!P ℄ ;[!P ℄[i℄� $ P ! [i℄(P ! [!P ℄�):Is this always the ase? No. For example, let us add the following modaloperators CG for G � I to the basi modal logi expressing ommon knowledge(e.g., everyone knows that everyone knows that, and so on: : :). Formally, for anyformula � and Kripke model M = (M; fRigi2I ; V ) with world s,M; s � CG� () for all worlds t reahable from s by some �nitesequene of [i2GRi steps, M; t � �:This amounts to adding an operator of reexive-transitive losure over the unionof all individual aessibility relations. This in�nitary operation takes us fromthe basi modal language into a fragment of so-alled propositional dynami logi(PDL) that we will de�ne later. It an be shown that this fragment does not havethe relativization property: Indeed, the formula [!p℄CGq is not de�nable withoutmodalities [!p℄. Van Benthem, van Eijk and Kooi [11℄ proved this unde�nabil-ity and go on to propose riher epistemi languages, using riher fragments ofPDL whih do have relativization losure, using so-alled `onditional ommonknowledge' CG(�;  ) whih says that � is true in every world reahable with stepsstaying inside the  -worlds.Event models and produt updateIn publi announement [!P ℄, all the agents obtain the same amount of informa-tion, namely P . In real-life senarios, di�erent agents often have di�erent powersof observation. Produt update was introdued to model these situations. Wework with event models



126 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt ClosureE = (E; fRigi2I;PRE),where E is a �nite set of \events", Ri is an aessibility relation on E for theagent i (hene Ri � E�E), and PRE is a preondition funtion that maps eventse 2 E to preondition formulas PREe (i.e., formulas in a given modal logi) whihmust hold in order for the event to our. For a formula P , the basi event modelEP is as follows: It has only one event e0 and Ri = f(e0; e0)g and PREe0 = P .This event model will play the same role as the operator [!P ℄ does.Given an event model E = (E; fRigi2I ;PRE), \produt update" turns aKripke model M into another Kripke model M � E as follows: The universeof M � E (we write jM � Ej) is the set of all pairs (s; e) in M � E suhthat (M; s) � PREe, the new aessibility relation satis�es (s; e)Ri(t; f) if bothsRit and eRif for eah i 2 I, and the new valuation is the same as M, i.e.,V (p) = f(s; e) 2 jM� Ej j s 2 V (p)g for eah p in PROP. Note that if E is EPfor some formula P , then M�EP is naturally isomorphi to MjP .The produt model M�E with a world (s; e) reords the information of di�er-ent agents after some event e has taken plae in the epistemi setting representedby E. The unertainty among new worlds (s; e); (t; f) an only ome from oldunertainty among s; t via indistinguishable events a; b.Given an event model E with an event e, we introdue the modal operator[E; e℄ as follows: For a formula � and Kripke model M with world s,M; s � [E; e℄� () if M; s � PREe; then M� E; (s; e) � �:The dual modal operator hE; ei an be introdued in the standard way. It is easyto see that if E is EP for some formula P , then the modal operator [EP ; e0℄ isreally the same as [!P ℄.We now introdue the produt update losure of modal logis. For a modallogi L, let Lp be the least modal logi ontaining L and the operators [E; e℄ foreah event model E with an event e whose preondition funtion maps events toformulas in Lp. A modal logi L is losed under produt update if any formula inLp is semantially equivalent to a formula in L.As is expeted, the basi modal logi is losed under produt update by thefollowing equivalenes:[E; e℄p $ PREe ! p for propositional letter p;[E; e℄:� $ PREe ! :[E; e℄�;[E; e℄(� ^  ) $ [E; e℄� ^ [E; e℄ ;[E; e℄[i℄� $ PREe ! ^eRif in E[i℄[E; f ℄�:This is due to Baltag, Moss and Soleki [8℄.But again, the situation gets more ompliated when we add ommon knowl-edge operators CG for G � I. In this ase, no redution to the language without



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 127[E; e℄ modalities is possible. This problem an be solved by moving to proposi-tional dynami logi (PDL) whih allows more modalities [�℄ than just the basimodalities [i℄ for i 2 I. The set of suh �s (alled programs in the ontext ofPDL) is the smallest set satisfying the following: It ontains i for all i 2 I andthe tests ?� for eah formula � in the language, and is losed under the opera-tions \unions" �1 [ �2, \ompositions" �1; �2 and \Kleene iterations" ��. Morepreisely, in the language of PDL, the set of formulas � and the set of programs� are simultaneously and reursively de�ned in the following way:� ::= p (p 2 PROP) j :� j � ^ � j � _ � j [�℄� j h�i�;� ::= i (i 2 I) j?� j � [ � j �; � j ��:Semantis of formulas in PDL are given by assigning the relations R� on theuniverse of a given Kripke model to eah program � given the relations Ri for eahi 2 I and interpreting [�℄� and h�i� in exatly the same way as for formulas [i℄�and hii� with using R� instead of Ri. Given a Kripke modelM = (M; fRigi2I; V ),the relations R� are reursively de�ned as follows:R?� = f(s; s) j (M; s) � �g;R�1[�2 = R�1 [ R�2;R�1;�2 = f(s; t) j (9u 2M) (s; u) 2 R�1 and (u; t) 2 R�2g;R�� = R��;where R�� is the reexive and transitive losure of R�.Theorem 6.1.1 (Van Benthem and Kooi [13℄). The modal logi PDL is losedunder produt update.The produt update losure of PDL was �rst proved by van Benthem andKooi [13℄ using �nite automata to serve as \ontrollers" restriting state sequenesin produt modelsM�E. The seond proof of this fat was given by van Benthem,van Eijk and Kooi [11℄ where they use Kleene's Theorem for regular languagesonneting the theory of �nite automata with PDL. The third proof, whih wepresent here, is given by van Benthem and the author [12℄ where they regard PDLas a weak fragment of the modal �-alulus (whih we de�ne in the next setion).In this hapter, we strengthen the last point of view: We give a uniform proofof the produt update losure for three �xed-point logis: The modal �-alulus,PDL and the ontinuous fragment of the modal �-alulus (CF). We �rst give theproof for the modal �-alulus as a proto-type and then apply the same argumentfor the other two logis using Venema's haraterization of PDL as a fragment ofthe modal �-alulus.



128 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt Closure6.2 The ase for the modal �-alulusIn this setion, we introdue the modal �-alulus and prove its produt updatelosure. In the syntax of the modal �-alulus, we add two �xed-point operators� and � to the basi modal logi whih denote the \least �xed-point" and the\largest �xed-point" respetively. More preisely, the set of formulas in the modal�-alulus is reursively de�ned as follows:� ::= p (p 2 PROP) j :� j � ^ � j hii� j �x:�(x);where any ourrene of the variable x (whih is formally an element of PROP) ispositive in �(x), if the number of negation symbols binding the ourrene is even.(We say it is negative if the number is odd.) As is usual, one an de�ne � _  tobe :(:� ^ : ), [i℄� to be :hii:�, and �x:�(x) to be :�x::�(:x) respetively.Formulas �(x) with only positive ourrenes of the proposition letter x de�nea monotoni set transformation from P(M) to itself in any Kripke model M :FM� (X) = fs 2M j (M[x := X℄; s) � �g;where the model M[x := X℄ is obtained by replaing V (x) with X and giving thesame struture for the rest as M, i.e., the universe of M[x := X℄ is M , RM℄x:=X℄i =RMi , VM[x:=X℄(p) = X if p = x, and otherwise VM[x:=X℄(p) = VM(p). Note thatthe map FM� is monotone in the sense that X � Y implies that FM� (X) � FM� (Y ).The formula �x:�(x) de�nes the smallest �xed-point of this transformationand �x:�(x) de�nes the greatest �xed-point of FM� , i.e., the subsets X, Y of Msuh that FM� (X) = X;FM� (Y ) = Y and X is the smallest set with this propertyand Y is the largest set with this property respetively. Both exist for monotonemaps by the Tarski-Knaster theorem (for the proof, see, e.g., the Handbook artileby Brad�eld and Stirling [18℄). This means that the semantis of �x:�(x) is givenas follows: (M; s) � �x:�(x) if s is in the least �xed-point of the operator FM� .The semantis of �x:�(x) is de�ned in the same way with the greatest �xed-point of the operator FM� . For onveniene, we assume that eah ourrene of a�xed-point operator binds a unique proposition letter.Now we are ready to prove the produt update losure for the modal �-alulus.Theorem 6.2.1. The modal �-alulus is losed under produt update.Proof. We prove the statement by indution on the omplexity of formulas. Weonly onsider the least �xed-point ase �x:�(x) beause the greatest �xed-pointase an be redued to the ones for the negation and for the least �xed-point andother ases have been dealt for the basi modal logi in the last setion.Our main task is to analyze �xed-point omputations in produt models M�E in terms of similar omputations in the original model M. The followingidea turns out to work here. Let X be a subset of M � E. Modulo the event



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 129preonditions possibly ruling out some pairs, we an desribe X, without loss ofinformation, in terms of the sequene of its projetions to the events in E, viewedas a �nite set of indies. Thus, we an desribe the omputation in M � E bymeans of a �nite set of omputations in M . The following set of de�nitions andobservations makes this preise.Take any Kripke model M and any event model E. Let n be the number ofelements of E and let E = fejg1�j�n. There are anonial mappings � : P(M)n !P(jM� Ej) and � : P(jM�Ej) ! P(M)n with � Æ � = id:�( ~X) = [1�j�n(Xj � fejg) \ (jM� Ej);�(Y ) = fYjg1�j�n;where Yj = fx 2M j (x; ej) 2 Y g:Given a positive formula �(x) in the modal �-alulus, let FM�E� : P(jM�Ej)! P(jM�Ej) be the monotone funtion indued by �(x). De�ne F �(x) : P(M)n !P(M)n as follows: F �(x) = � Æ FM�E� Æ �:We laim that FM�E� is monotone if and only if F �(x) is monotone. Sup-pose FM�E� is monotone. Sine �; � are monotone and ompositions of monotonefuntions are monotone, F �(x) is also monotone. To prove the onverse, supposeF �(x) is monotone. Pik any X; Y 2 P(jM � Ej) with X � Y . First note thatFM�E� (X) � FM�E� (Y ) holds if and only if � Æ FM�E� (X) � � Æ FM�E� (Y ) holds.Hene all we have to hek is � Æ FM�E� (X) � � Æ FM�E� (Y ). But� Æ FM�E� (X) = � Æ FM�E� �� Æ �(X)� = � Æ FM�E� Æ ���(X)�= F �(q)��(X)� � F �(q)��(Y )� = � Æ FM�E� Æ ���(Y )�= � Æ FM�E� �� Æ �(Y )� = � Æ FM�E� (Y );where the above inlusion follows from the monotoniity of F �(x) and �.Moreover, there is a further anonial orrespondene : if ~X is an F �(x)-�xed-point, then �( ~X) is an FM�E� -�xed-point, and if Y is an FM�E� -�xed-point, then�(Y ) is an F �(x)-�xed-point. Sine � and � preserve inlusions, the least F �(x)-�xed-point orresponds to the least FM�E� -�xed-point in the following way: If ~Xis the least F �(x)-�xed-point, then �( ~X) is the least FM�E� -�xed-point. Also if ~Yis the least FM�E� -�xed-point, then �(~Y ) is the least FM�E� -�xed-point.Remark 6.2.2 (Relating �xed-point omputations in di�erent models). The ar-gument above may be seen as a speial ase of the following \Transfer Lemma":Given two omplete latties E and F , a funtion f : E ! F and an ordinal �, f is



130 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt Closurealled �-sup-ontinuous (resp., �-inf-ontinuous) if for any nondereasing (resp.,noninreasing) sequene hx� j � < �i of elements of E,_F f(fx� j � < �g) = f  _E fx� j � < �g!(resp., VF f(fx� j � < �g) = f (VEfx� j � < �g).Lemma 6.2.3 (Transfer Lemma). Let E and F be two omplete latties. Letf : E ! F be a mapping that is �-inf-ontinuous and �-sup-ontinuous for anyordinal � and suh that f(?E) = ?F and f(>E) = >F .Let g : E ! E and h : F ! F be two monotoni mappings suh that f Æ g =h Æ f . Let a and b be the least and the greatest �xed points of g and let a0 andb0 be the least and the greatest �xed points of h. Then a0 = f(a) and b0 = f(b).Proof. See [3, Lemma 1.2.15℄.This lemma only uses our � funtion, while we added the funtion � for larity,to restrit an input to the inverse image of � | whih is why the equation �Æ� = idholds. For further bakground on this kind of argument, f. [17℄.So far, we have seen that the least FM�E� -�xed-point an be orrelated withthe least F �(x)-�xed-point via � and �. Our next task is to show that [E; e℄ �x:�(x)is atually de�nable in the modal �-alulus. For that purpose, �rst note that[E; ej℄ �x:�(x) de�nes the jth oordinate of the least FM�E� -�xed-point. By thede�nition of �, it is also the jth oordinate of the least F �(x)-�xed-point. It iseasy to see that the modal �-alulus is losed under simultaneous �xed-pointoperators by using the following lemma repeatedly:Lemma 6.2.4 (Gauss elimination priniple). Let E; F be omplete latties andf1; f2 be monotone operators from E � F to itself. Let � denote the least �xedpoint, � denote the greatest �xed point and � be � or �. Let g1 : F ! F besuh that g1(y) = �x:f1(x; y) and let (a; b) = �(x; y):�f1(x; y); f2(x; y)�. Thenb = �y:f2(g1(y); y) and a = g1(b).Proof. See [3, Proposition 1.4.7℄.Hene if we an express F �(x) by a formula of the modal �-alulus withpositive variables, then [E; ej℄ �x:�(x) is de�nable in the modal �-alulus andwe are done.To prove this, we generalize the syntati analysis to formulas with manyvariables ~x = x1; : : : ; xm. For any formula �(~x) in the modal �-alulus, de�neFM�E�(~x) : P(jM� Ej)m ! P(jM�Ej) as follows:FM�E�(~x) (~Y ) = f(s; a) j �(M� E)[xk := Yk℄; (s; a)� � �(~x)g;where ~Y 2 (jM�Ej)m.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 131Claim 6.2.5. For any formula �(~x) in the modal �-alulus, there are formulas~ �(~y) suh that F �(~x) = FM~ � and(�) For any 1 � k � m, if all the ourrenes of xk in � are positive (resp.,negative), then for eah 1 � j; j 0 � n, all the ourrenes of yk;j in ( �)j0 arepositive (resp., negative),where F �(~q) : P(M)m�n ! P(M)n is de�ned as follows:F �(~q)( ~X) = ��FM�E�(~x) �(�(X1;1; � � � ; X1;n); � � � ; �(Xm;1; � � � ; Xm;n)��:Proof of Claim 6.2.5. In the following de�nitions, we only display the essentialargument variables needed to understand the funtion values. We prove thestatement by indution on the omplexity of �. We identify formulas with theirtruth sets. Also, if ~ is a sequene of formulas,  j is the jth oordinate of ~ .� Case 1: � = p (p is not in ~q).F �(~x) = �p ^ PREe1 ; : : : ; p ^ PREen�:Hene ( �(~x))j = p ^ PREej . It is easy to hek (�).� Case 2: � = xk (xk is the kth oordinate of ~x).F �(~x)( ~X) = fXk;j ^ PREejg1�j�n:Hene ( �(~x))j = yk;j ^ PREej , where yk;j is the jth variable in the kth blokorresponding to xk. It is also easy to hek (�).� Case 3: � = �1 ^ �2. F �(~x) = ~ �1 ^ ~ �2 :Hene ~ �(~x) = ~ �1 ^ ~ �2 . It is easy to hek (�).� Case 4: � = :�0. F �(~x) = f:( �0)j ^ PREejg1�j�n:Hene ( �(~x))j = :( �0)j ^ PREej . It is easy to hek (�) by our indutivehypothesis, and the simultaneous de�nition for positive and negative ourrenes.� Case 5: � = hii�0:For any 1 � j � n and s 2M ,s 2 �F �(~x)( ~X)�j ()(1 � 9j 0 � n) (9t 2M) �sRit ^ ejRiej0 ^ t 2 �F �0(~x)( ~X)�j0�:



132 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt ClosureTo see that this is true, observe that the ondition t 2 �F �0(~x)( ~X)�j0 implies(t; ej0) 2 jM � Ej beause t must be the j 0th oordinate of an image of � by thede�nition of F �0(~x). Therefore, we an put� �(~x)�j = _ejRiej0hii� �0(~x)�j0:� Case 6: � = �x0:�0, where all the ourrenes of x0 are positive in �0.F �(~x)( ~X) =n�FM�E�x0:�0(x0;~x)�(�(X1;1; � � � ; X1;n); � � � ; �(Xm;1; � � � ; Xm;n)��jo1�j�n=( �x0 7! FM�E�0(x0;~x)��(X1;1; � � � ; X1;n); � � � ; �(Xm;1; � � � ; Xm;n)���!j)1�j�n=� ~X 0 7! FM~ �0 ( ~X 0; ~X)��;where (F (�))� is the least F -�xed-point. In the above equations, the �rst equalityis by the de�nition of F �(~x), the seond is by the de�nition of FM�E�x0:�0(x0;~x), and thethird follows from the indution hypothesis and the fat that the simultaneous�xed points are invariant under the order of appliations of single �xed points.By the indution hypothesis, all the ourrenes of y0j are positive in ( ~�0)j0 forany 1 � j; j 0 � n, where ~y0 orresponds to x0. Sine the modal �-alulus is losedunder simultaneous �xed-point operators, we an put ~ �(~x) = �~x0: ~ �0(~x), whihis also in the modal �-alulus. Sine �-operators do not hange the positivity(negativity) of variables not bounded by them, (�) also holds in this ase.The proof of the last ase explains why we needed to `blow-up' in the numberof variables in Claim 6.2.5. Also, we proved the laim for arbitrary formulas (notonly for positive ones) beause otherwise we annot use the indution hypothesisin Case 4 (if a variable is positive in �, then it must be negative in �0).As in the ase for the basi modal logi, we also have a reursive translationfor [E; ej℄�x:�(x) by taking the jth oordinate of the simultaneous �xed-pointexpression �~y:~ �(~y). Sine our proof is e�etive, we an e�etively ompute theshape of the translation (or the redution axiom).6.3 The ase for PDLIn this setion, we prove that PDL is also losed under produt update usingVenema's haraterization of PDL as a fragment of the modal �-alulus. Let us�rst see this haraterization.



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 133Given a �nite subset P of PROP, we de�ne the ompletely additive fragmentwith respet to P (denoted by PDL0(P )) as follows:� ::= p (p 2 P ) j  j  ^ � j � _ � j hii� j �x:�0(x);where  belongs to the P -free fragment of the modal �-alulus (i.e., none of thevariables in P has a free ourrene in  ), and �0 2 PDL0(X [ fxg) and x is notin P . (Hene, to be rigorous, the logis PDL0(P ) (P � PROP and P is �nite)are simultaneously reursively de�ned with the above rules).We de�ne PDL0 to be the fragment of the modal �-alulus where the use ofthe least �xed-point operator is restrited to the ompletely additive fragment.Formally, � ::= p (p 2 PROP) j :� j � _ � j hii� j �x: (x);where  2 PDL0 \ PDL0(fxg).Theorem 6.3.1 (Venema [85℄). The modal logi PDL is e�etively equivalent tothe fragment PDL0, i.e., there is an e�etive translation from formulas in PDL toones in PDL0 suh that it preserves the truth values of the formulas in any Kripkemodel and vie versa.With the help of this theorem, we an apply the same argument for the produtupdate losure of PDL. As mentioned in the last paragraph of x 6.1, Theorem 6.1.1is due to van Benthem and Kooi [13℄ and is not new. We will give a new proof ofthis known result.Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. We will show that the fragment PDL0 is losed underprodut update instead of PDL itself. The proof is basially the same as the asefor the modal �-alulus. We show the statement by indution on the omplexityof formulas. As before, we only onsider the �xed-point ase. From now on, we�x the event model E.In the proof for the ase of the modal �-alulus, one of the points was thelosure under simultaneous �xed-point operators. Here is the orresponding fatin the ase for the fragment PDL0, whih is easy to hek:Remark 6.3.2. Let X, fy1; : : : ; yng be disjoint �nite subsets of PROP. Then if�1(y1, : : : ; yn), : : : ; �n(y1; : : : ; yn) are in PDL0\PDL0(X[fy1; : : : ; yng), then eahoordinate of the following formula is in PDL0 \ PDL0(X):�0BBB� y1y2...yn
1CCCA �0BBB� �1(y1; : : : ; yn)�2(y2; : : : ; yn)...�n(y1; : : : ; yn) 1CCCA



134 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt ClosureBy the same argument as in the ase for the modal �-alulus, if we anexpress F �(q) by formulas in PDL0 \ PDL0(x1; : : : ; xn) for some fresh variablesx1; : : : ; xn for any formula �(q) in PDL0 \PDL0(fqg), we are done. The followinglaim with the above remark is enough for that:Claim 6.3.3. Let �(~q) be a formula in PDL0 \ PDL0(~q) where ~q is a sequene ofvariables (possibly not in �) with length m and every variable in ~q does not ourin any preondition formula inE. Take fresh variables xk;j (1 � k � m; 1 � j � n)whih do not appear in any preondition formula in E or in � or in ~q. Thenthere is a sequene ~ �(~q) of formulas in PDL0 \ PDL0(~x) with length n suh thatF �(~q) = FM~ �(~q) for any Kripke model M and(��) for a natural number k with 1 � k � m, if there is a j suh that xk;j is freein the jth oordinate of ~ �(~q), then qk is also free in �(~q).Proof of Claim 6.3.3. In the following de�nitions, we only display the essentialargument variables needed to understand the funtion values. We prove thestatement by indution on the omplexity of �, following the rules in PDL0. Weidentify formulas with their truth sets. Also, if ~ is a sequene of formulas,  j isthe jth oordinate of ~ .� Case 1: � = p (p is not in ~q).F �(~q) = �p ^ PREe1 ; : : : ; p ^ PREen�:Hene ( �(~q))j = p^PREej . Then this is in PDL0. Sine eah xk;j does not appearin any preondition formula in E, ( �(~x))j is also in PDL0(~x). Sine eah xk;j doesnot appear in the formula p ^ PREej , the ondition (��) is immediate.� Case 2: � = qk (qk is the kth oordinate of ~q).F �(~q)( ~X) = fXk;j ^ PREejg1�j�n:Hene ( �(~q))j = xk;j ^ PREej , where xk;j is the jth variable in the kth blokorresponding to qk. By the same reasoning as in Case 1, PREej is in PDL0 \PDL0(~x) and hene xk;j ^ PREej is also in PDL0 \ PDL0(~x). It is easy to hek(��).� Case 3: � = :�0. F �(~q) = f:( �0)j ^ PREejg1�j�n:Hene ( �(~q))j = :( �0)j ^ PREej and this is in PDL0. Note that in this ase,any free variable in �0 is not in ~q (otherwise � would not belong to PDL0(~q)). Bythe indution hypothesis, the ondition (��) is true for ~ �0 . Hene there is nofree variable in ( �0)j whih is of the form xk;j and the formula :( �0)j is also in



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 135PDL0(~x) and so :( �0)j ^ PREej is in PDL0 \ PDL0(~x) as desired. It is easy tohek the ondition (��).� Case 4: � = �1 _ �2. F �(~q)( ~X) = ~ �1 _ ~ �2 :Hene ~ �(~q) = ~ �1 _ ~ �2 and this is in PDL0 \ PDL0(~q) and (��) is immediatelytrue for this formula.� Case 5: � = hii�0:For any 1 � j � n and s 2M ,s 2 �F �(~q)( ~X)�j ()(1 � 9j 0 � n) (9t 2M) �sRit ^ ejRiej0 ^ t 2 �F �0(~q)( ~X)�j0�:To see that this is true, observe that the ondition t 2 �F �0(~q)( ~X)�j0 implies(t; ej0) 2 jM�Ej. Therefore, we an put� �(~q)�j = _ejRiej0hii� �0(~q)�j0;whih is in PDL0 \ PDL0(~x) and it is easy to hek (��).� Case 6: � = �q0:�0.We may assume that q0 is not in any formulas we are onerned exept � and�0 and q0 is free in �0. Sine � is in PDL0\PDL0(~q), �0 is in PDL0\PDL0(~q[fq0g).F �(~q)( ~X) =n�FM�E�q0:�0(q0;~q)�(�(X1;1; � � � ; X1;n); � � � ; �(Xm;1; � � � ; Xm;n)��jo1�j�n=( �q0 7! FM�E�0(q0;~q)��(X1;1; � � � ; X1;n); � � � ; �(Xm;1; � � � ; Xm;n)���!j)1�j�n=�~Y 7! FM~ �0 (~Y ; ~X)��;where (F (�))� is the least F -�xed-point.By Remark 6.3.2, we an put ~ �(~q) = �~y:~ �0(~y), whih is in PDL0 \ PDL0(~x),where ~y are variables orresponding to ~Y in the above equations, . It is easy tohek (��).
6.4 The ase for CFOne of the speial properties of formulas in PDL (or PDL0) is that when it givesthe least-�xed point of a monotone operator (i.e., �x:�(x) 2 PDL0 for some �(x)),



136 Chapter 6. Fixed-Point Logi and Produt Closurewe an ompute the least �xed-point of the operator by applying it ! many timesfrom ; (or ?). This is based on the fat that the only �xed-point operator in PDLis the star operation i.e., � 7! �� and this orresponds to the omplete additivityof the formulas to whih we an apply �xed-point operators in PDL0 as we haveseen in the last setion. If we look at the property of the star operation in PDL,we will reah the notion of ontinuity of the monotone operators: A funtionF : P(X) ! P(X) is ontinuous if the value F (A) is overed by F (C)s for C � Awhih is �nite for any A 2 P(X), i.e.,F (A) = [fF (C) j C � A and A is �niteg:This is equivalent to saying that F is Sott ontinuous, i.e., F is ontinuous if weendow (P(X);�) with the Sott topology where open sets are subsets U of P(X)whih are upward losed (i.e., if A 2 U ; A � B, then B 2 U) and interset withevery direted subset D of P(X) with SD 2 U (a subset D of P(X) is direted iffor any two elements A;B of D there is an element C of D suh that A;B � C).Note that if F is ontinuous, then F is monotone.Given a propositional letter x, a formula �(x) in modal logi is ontinuousin x if the operator FM� : P(M) ! P(M) indued by �(x) is ontinuous for anyKripke model M. It is routine to hek that every formula �(x) in PDL0(fxg) isontinuous in x. Also every monotone operator indued by a ontinuous formulagives us the least �xed-point within ! steps.Fontaine [26℄ syntatially haraterized ontinuous formulas in the modal �-alulus with the ontinuous fragment of the modal �-alulus with respet to a�nite subset P of PROP (denoted by CF(P )). The formulas in CF(P ) are de�nedas follows: � ::= p (p 2 P ) j  j � _ � j � ^ � j hii� j �x:�(x);where  is any formula in the modal �-alulus without any free variable in Pand �(x) is a formula in CF(P [ fxg) and x is not in P . Fontaine proved that aformula in the modal �-alulus is ontinuous in p if and only if it is equivalentto a formula in CF(fpg).We will de�ne the ontinuous fragment CF of the modal �-alulus in thesame way as PDL0 and will prove its produt update losure. Formulas in CF arede�ned as follows:� ::= p (p 2 PROP) j :� j � _ � j hii� j �x: (x);where  2 CF \ CF(fxg).It is easy to see that PDL (or PDL0) is a fragment of CF and this inlusionis strit: The formula � = �x:�hii(p ^ x) ^ hii(q ^ x)� is in CF but not in PDL.This is due to van Benthem [10℄.Theorem 6.4.1. The modal logi CF is losed under produt update.Proof. The argument is exatly the same as the ase for PDL (or PDL0).



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 1376.5 Conlusion and questionsWe introdued the produt onstrution of Kripke models with event modelsgeneralizing the idea of publi announement in epistemi logi and proved thatthree modal logis are losed under produt update using the �xed-point theory.There ould be several ways to extend this work whih we will list below:Connetions with automata theory. In many �xed-point logis, there isa one-to-one e�etive translation from formulas to `equivalent' some kinds ofautomata (f. [84℄). By using this translation, it is possible to prove the produtupdate losure of the modal �-alulus in terms of automata. But so far theargument is nothing but the ombination of the translation and our argumentwhih is more ompliated than the proof in this hapter. We wonder if there is anatural (and elegant) argument for the produt update losure starting from anautomaton and translating it to another automaton expressing the formula afterthe update. This would give us more intuitive idea about what is going on whenwe update a urrent Kripke model with an event model.The produt update losure for a general �xed-point logi. Modal �xed-point logis �t with oalgebras and our work an be oalgebraially expressed witha funtor whih is essentially the same as the power set funtor on the ategory ofsets. There is a general framework of developing modal �xed-point logi via oal-gebras so-alled \oalgebrai logi" (f. [84℄). It would be interesting if we ouldprove the produt update losure for a general �xed-point logi whih is oalge-braially de�ned. The �rst step would be to formulate the produt onstrutionwe gave in terms of oalgebras.General losure properties of a general �xed-point logi. If one ouldformulate the produt onstrution in terms of oalgebras, it would probably besome funtor from the ategory of F -oalgebras to itself where F is the funtorfor the given oalgebrai logi. If this is the ase, one ould extrat the propertiesof the funtor and of F that we need to prove the produt losure. This wouldgive us the possibility of exploring the losure of general operations in a generaloalgebrai logi.




